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WElCOME

Dear Valued Reader,

Welcome to this month’s edition of the Venue Market Spotlight. Thus far, 2014 has proven to be a busy year 
for the deal-making community. According to Mergermarket data, global Q1 M&A totaled US$599.1bn, 
an increase of more than 33% from the same time last year. In addition, IPOs for the quarter doubled from 
this same time last year, with 64 IPOs announced in Q1, valuing US$10.6bn.  

Looking closer at the overall deal activity of Q1, it was hard not to notice the increase in activity within the 
energy sector. Energy M&A for Q1 2014 increased nearly 10 times from Q1 2013, with many predicting 
the energy sector will drive deal growth across many other sectors throughout the year. This month’s Energy 
M&A and IPO Spotlight, takes a closer look at the sector, providing insight into energy deal-flow for 2014 
as a whole. 

Energy companies priced four IPOs in the beginning of the year, leading the way for firms in other sectors to 
debut in the public markets and setting the tone for the rest of the year. In terms of M&A activity, respondents 
to this month’s Spotlight say that the continued improvement in the economy can help energy firms as they 
continue to optimize their portfolios by either acquiring or divesting assets. The rebound in Canadian energy 
prices is just one factor further driving investor confidence within the sector, increasing deal-maker interest for 
strategic growth opportunities. Clean energy in particular raised, US$61bn in investment in Q1, with oil and 
gas M&A being fueled by strategic business consolidation opportunities.  

At RR Donnelley, we strive to keep our fingers on the pulse of the global capital markets. We pride 
ourselves in meeting the needs of our financial services clients, no matter what side of the deal they may 
be on. Strategic advisors use our Venue® virtual data rooms to conduct due diligence for mergers and 
acquisitions, investor reporting, strategic partnerships, intellectual property review, audits and various 
strategic initiatives.

Thanks for your time this month, and please enjoy the Spotlight.

Best regards,

Tom Juhase
President, Financial Services Group
RR Donnelley
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FOrEWOrd

the rising demand for energy, an improving economic environment and a healthy 
IPO market are factors that will spur the M&A activity in the energy sector this year, 
according to US-based investment bankers interviewed for this month’s Spotlight.  

Although last year saw energy companies hold back from acquisition activity, respondents 
believe that the continued recovery in the US economy will serve as a basis for an uptick in 
transactions in 2014. “I expect a steady increase in energy M&A this year compared with 
2013 as companies will be more willing to use cash to grow through acquisitions as the 
economy continues to rebound,” says an investment banker.

A similar rate of increase is expected for energy IPOs set against the backdrop of the 
recent stock market resurgence. “Given the strength of today’s stock markets, investors are 
increasingly focused on pursuing growth stocks in the energy sector. This will help energy 
companies with strong growth prospects to pursue IPOs,” says a senior managing director  
at an investment bank. 

Although various energy subsectors are geared up for an uptick in activity, including oil and 
gas exploration and production, a larger portion of respondents (46%) chose alternative 
energy as the subsector that will drive the most M&A activity in the next year. The amount of 
US renewable energy utilized for electricity and heat generation is expected to rise. Various 
respondents say that innovations in alternative energy have emerged given the current rising 
need for energy supply that conventional sources can no longer meet. These factors bode well 
for an uptick in this type of energy M&A.

The twin drivers of a thriving IPO market and the increasing demand for various forms of 
energy provide solid ground for respondents’ expectations of an increase in energy M&A  
this year and beyond.  

respondents cite 
alternative energy as 
the subsector to drive 
the most M&A in 2014.
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SUrVEy

What do you expect to happen to the level of energy M&A activity 
over the next 12 months? 

Energy M&A is expected to increase in 2014, although not notably, 
according to a majority (54%) of respondents. Additionally, 13% of 
respondents believe that energy M&A is set to rise significantly in the 
next 12 months. This optimism is likely due to the continuing demand 
for various forms of energy globally. Energy companies are also 
currently optimizing their portfolios. These firms are either acquiring or 
divesting assets depending on what the return prospects are for these 
investments with economic recovery serving as the underlying driver 
for the activity, respondents say. “Looking at the current trend in 
energy demand and development and the overall economic growth, 
the energy sector will perform well in the coming year and M&A will 
be an attractive way for finding growth,” says a managing director at 
an investment bank.

What do you expect to happen to the level of cross-border energy 
M&A activity over the next 12 months in the Americas? 

An overwhelming majority of respondents believe that cross-border 
energy M&A activity will increase in the next 12 months, with a 
larger portion of respondents (47%) expecting a slight rise and 
a smaller percent (40%) believing that there will be a significant 
uptick in activity. Last year many American companies in the sector 
pulled back from M&A for various reasons. Oil producers, for 
instance, focused on developing existing assets and did not do 
much in the way of acquisitions. Respondents expect this downward 
trend to change. Canadian firms are also expected to continue 
their acquisitive stance, targeting mostly US companies and some 
emerging markets. “A lot of American companies stepped back in 
2013 and did some strategic planning, but as the economy continues 
to improve, these firms are going to be looking for opportunities to 
grow in targeted areas. Canadian companies will continue to make 
investments in the US as well as the Middle East and Africa,” says a 
managing director at a global investment bank.OPtIMISM AbOUNdS AS ENErgy M&A  
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Which energy subsector do you think will drive M&A activity  
over the next 12 months? 

Forty-six percent of respondents believe that alternative energy is 
the subsector that has the most potential to gain ground in terms 
of its share of M&A activity. Alternative energy companies are 
increasingly seeking growth prospects through M&A as the subsector 
is undergoing a period of innovation and development, specifically 
as the industry tries to achieve grid or cost parity with existing and 
conventional sources of energy. “There are new opportunities 
that have arisen in the alternative energy sector. Technology has 
improved significantly, making alternative energy more efficient and 
reliable. Many countries have also committed to use their expertise 
and resources to advance their alternative energy efforts, which will 
boost investments,” an investment banker says. Aside from alternative 
energy, an equal split of respondents (23%) also mentioned 
exploration and drilling services and equipment, as well as oil and 
gas exploration and production, as the main subsectors that will drive 
M&A activity in energy over the next 12 months.  

SUrVEy (CONtINUEd)

What do you think will be the biggest driver of energy M&A activity 
over the next 12 months?

Foreign energy investments will be the biggest driver of energy 
M&A activity in the next 12 months, according to a plurality (34%) 
of respondents. The positive view of the domestic energy industry, 
largely resulting from the rise in US energy production, has attracted 
increased foreign investments, a good portion of which are joint 
ventures.  In 2013, for instance, Chinese conglomerate Sinochem 
Group entered into a joint venture worth US$1.7bn with Pioneer 
Natural Resources to acquire a stake in the Wolfcamp Shale 
play in West Texas, a deal viewed by the industry as indicative 
of the renewed interest in foreign joint ventures. “Foreign buyers 
have the financial resources and the desire to acquire assets at a 
premium. Because of the significant capital required to explore 
energy resources, we will see more companies explore foreign joint 
ventures,” says a managing director at an investment firm. 
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What do you think will be the biggest driver of energy IPO issuance 
over the next 12 months?  

A majority of respondents expect the number of energy IPOs to rise in 
2014, although not by a significant amount. The expected increase 
in activity is mostly because of the renewed strength in the stock 
markets, according to 54% of respondents. As an investment banker 
says: “The general IPO market, bringing energy issuances along with 
it, has bounced back. The growing confidence and strong demand 
from institutional investors, combined with the success of some of the 
earlier floats, will pave the way for new IPOs in the energy sector.” In 
fact, the beginning of the year proved that growth in energy IPOs is 
indeed in the offing. Mid-January alone saw three energy IPOs price 
– Cypress Energy Partners, RSP Permian and EP Energy Partners. 
These were followed later in the month by Rice Energy’s deal through 
which the natural gas and oil company raised US$924m. Twenty 
percent of respondents also cite the fact that PE firms are cashing 
out on their energy investments. “Liquidity has returned and there is 
currently significant interest in IPOs. At this point, private equity firms 
with energy portfolios will have no problem attracting interested 
investors,” says a managing director from an energy-focused 
investment bank. 

What is the main challenge that might derail energy M&A 
transactions over the next 12 months? 
 

Forty percent of respondents cite valuation issues as the main challenge 
that can derail energy M&A deals over the next 12 months, followed 
by 34% stating that governmental intervention is the main factor that 
can put a damper on deal-making in the sector. Valuation issues 
partly arise from movements of commodity prices that make it hard 
for deal parties to agree on a single price point. “Uncertainty over 
commodity pricing has spurred a valuation gap that is affecting 
prospects for energy M&A. Sellers are now demanding higher prices 
because of increasing commodity prices and buyers are afraid of 
buying at a higher value based on short-term movements in commodity 
prices,” says an investment banker. On the challenge of government 
intervention, a senior managing director says that the government’s 
inherent desire to have control over the country’s natural resources  
has been a constant challenge for energy transactions. 

VAlUAtION ISSUES MAIN CHAllENgE  
tO ENErgy M&A ACtIVIty 
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Energy deals in the room
Venue® data room: A special report

Sandvik acquires Varel
January 7, 2014

Target: Varel
Counsel for Seller: King & Spalding LLP 
Financial Advisor for Buyer: Morgan 
Stanley 
Counsel for Buyer: Morgan Lewis & Bockius 
LLP 
Private Equity Seller(s): Arcapita Bank BSC 
Industry: Energy; Industrial products and 
services; Exploration and drilling services 
and equipment; Industrial equipment and 
machinery; Oil and gas exploration and 
production

Advent International 
acquires P2 Energy

October 7, 2013

Target: P2 Energy 
Financial Advisor for Seller: Jefferies LLC 
Counsel for Seller: Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
Counsel for Buyer: Stikeman Elliott LLP;  
Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP
Private Equity Buyer: Advent International 
Corporation
Industry: Services (other); Business support 
services; Consulting services (excl. IT 
consulting); Other services

Tallgrass Energy Partners 
IPO

May 14, 2013

Issuer: Tallgrass Energy Partners
Issuer Counsel: Baker Botts L.L.P.
Underwriter Counsel: Vinson & Elkins 
L.L.P.
Underwriter: Barclays; Citigroup; 
BofA Merrill Lynch; Deutsche Bank 
Securities; Credit Suisse; Morgan 
Stanley; RBC Capital Markets; Wells 
Fargo Securities; Baird; Stifel
Industry: Natural Gas Transmission 

Avista acquires Alaska 
Energy and Resources

November 4, 2013

Financial Advisor for Target: Stifel/KBW 
Counsel for Target: Morrison & 
Foerster LLP 
Financial Advisor for Buyer: UBS 
Investment Bank 
Counsel for Buyer: Davis Wright 
Tremaine LLP 
Industry: Energy; Electrical power 
generation; Electrical power transmission

Athlon Energy Inc. IPO
July 22, 2013

Issuer: Athlon Energy Inc.
Issuer Counsel: Latham & Watkins LLP 
Underwriter Counsel: Baker Botts L.L.P. 
Underwriters: Citigroup; Goldman Sachs; 
BofA Merrill Lynch; UBS Investment Bank; 
Wells Fargo Securities; Barclays; Credit 
Suisse; RBC Capital Markets; Scotiabank 
/ Howard Weil; Tudor, Pickering, Holt & 
Co.; Apollo Global Securities; CIBC; Credit 
Agricole CIB; FBR; Lebenthal Capital Mar-
kets; Mitsubishi; UFJ Securities; Simmons & 
Company International; Stephens Inc.
Industry: Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas

QEP Midstream Partners 
IPO

May 10, 2013

Underwriter: Wells Fargo Securi-
ties LLC
Counsel: Latham & Watkins (QEP 
Midstream); Vinson & Elkins LLP 
(Underwriter)
Industry: Energy; Oil and Gas 
Exploration

IPO
October 10, 2013

Issuer:
Issuer Counsel: Vinson & Elkins LLP
Underwriter Counsel: Baker Botts L.L.P.
Underwriter: BofA Merrill Lynch; Barclays; 
Goldman Sachs; Wells Fargo Securities; 
Credit Suisse; Deutsche Bank Securities; 
UBS Investment Bank; Credit Agricole CIB; 
SunTrust Robinson Humphrey
Industry: Pipelines, Except Natural Gas 

Forum Energy 
Technologies acquires 

Moffat 2000
July 17, 2013

Financial Advisor for Seller: 
KPMG 
Counsel for Seller: Bond Dickinson 
Industry: Energy; Exploration 
and drilling services and equip-
ment; Industrial equipment and 
machinery; Industrial Services

Waste Connections Inc. acquires 
R360 Environmental Solutions, Inc. 

September 17, 2012

Target: R360 Environmental Solutions, Inc.

Financial Advisor for Target: Credit Suisse; Goldman 
Sachs

Counsel for Target: Citilegal; Watchtell, Lipton, Rosen 
& Katz

Financial Advisor for Buyer: Tudor Pickering Holt 
& Co LLC

Counsel for Buyer: Baker Botts LLP

Private Equity Firms:           Paine & Partners LLC; Blue Sage 
Capital; Energy Special Situations Fund; Tinicum Inc

Industry: Energy; Industrial Products and Services; 
Pollution and Recycling Related

For more information:
Please contact your 
RR Donnelley Sales Rep.
Call 1.888.773.8379

Or visit www.venue.rrd.com
Venue demo (audio enabled):
https://Venue.RRD.com/Demo Deals. Done. Simple.
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about Venue®

Venue® is a secure online workspace with a powerful feature-set and an intuitive design that 
allow you to easily organize, manage, share and track all of your sensitive information. 
Venue® data rooms provide complete control, ensuring that you can manage who has  
access to your data room, which documents they see, and how they can interact with  
those documents. 

Venue®  data rooms are backed by rr donnelley, a $10.5 billion corporation with more than 
500 locations and over 55,000 employees worldwide. rr donnelley’s total revenues are 
larger than all other virtual data room providers combined. We bring extensive experience 
to providing integrated communications services.

For more information regarding Venue®, rr donnelley, or this report, please contact us directly.

daniel perez | Marketing Manager, Venue data room 
rr donnelley | Financial Services group | financial.rrd.com
255 greenwich St. | New york, Ny 10007 | phone: 888.773.8379 
Fax: 212.341.7475 |venuecommunications@rrdvenue.com

rr doNNEllEy at a glaNcE

 $10.5 billion 2013 net sales

55,000+ Employees

500+ global locations

Nearly 125 Manufacturing 
locations

750+ issued and pending 
patents

Nearly $2 
billion

capital investments 
over the past six 
years

rr donnelley is a global provider of integrated communications. the company 
works collaboratively with more than 60,000 customers worldwide to develop 
custom communications solutions that help to drive top-line growth, reduce costs, 
enhance roi and ensure compliance. drawing on a range of proprietary and 
commercially available digital and conventional technologies deployed across 
four continents, the company employs a suite of leading internet based capabilities 
and other resources to provide premedia, printing, logistics and business process 
outsourcing services to clients in virtually every private and public sector. 

VENUE® Market Spotlight: North american outbound M&a
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VENUE® DATA ROOM
The World’s Workspace

Work faster and more efficiently with Venue’s 
powerful, intuitive features that deliver what you 
need right now.

Venue is the fast-growing virtual data room solution of RR Donnelley, the leader in integrated communications 
services.  Our Venue virtual data room provides a secure online workspace with a powerful feature-set and an 
intuitive design that allow you to easily organize, manage, share and track all of your sensitive information.  A 
Venue workspace provides complete control, ensuring that you can manage who has access to your data room, 
which documents they see, and how they can interact with those documents.

We serve hundreds of thousands of Venue users, who are accessing content related to the highest profile deals 
in the market.  With a Venue data room you have access to the RR Donnelley global footprint, where you can 
leverage our suite of financial services— everything you need from pre-negotiation to post-transaction filing and 
archiving—anytime, anywhere.

Best-in-class security: Trust your information to our 
industry-leading security: AT 101 compliant, redundant, 
third-party-tested platform, exclusive protection features 
and maximum precautions for all interactions.

Mobile : Venue mobile allows you to manage your 
documents and users no matter where you are, in a 
variety of different languages.  Whether you are rushing 
to a meeting—or in the midst of travel—access your 
Venue data room in a familiar and easy-to-use interface 
from any IOS device.

The Venue Executive Suite: Leverage the enhanced 
functionality of the intuitive Venue interface to deliver 
even more control over and access to your multiple 
Venue data room projects from the executive level 
dashboard.

Unmatched room service: We give you hands-on, start-
to-finish service that’s unique to the industry.  The 
Venue team delivers local service no matter where you 
are thanks to in-house staff at hundreds of locations 
around the globe.

Google search: Secure, full-text search, powered by Google.

User activity reports: Track exactly who is—or isn’t—
accessing the files of your data room with instant, real-
time reports.

One-click translations: Continue to leverage the RR Donnelley 
global footprint to help you do business anywhere in the 
world, easily and securely, with our translations services.  
Our linguists translate documents within a Venue data room 
in over 140 languages—with a simple click.

For more information please visit www.venue.rrd.com.
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